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What’s in the IPCC?
Impacts Breakthroughs

• Multi-dimensional risk perspective in the SPM
• Detection of trend in impacts
• Relative confidence in extreme events

• Some caveats: methodological underpinnings
weak
– Subjective multiple dimensions of risk
– Statistical attribution of impacts lacking
– Ad-hoc methods for establishing confidence

*



What’s in the IPCC?
A ‘new’ chapter on adaptation

• Frameworks
• Definitions
• Sectoral inventories

• Some sense of strategy



Frameworks and Definitions

• Definitions:
• Autonomousßà Planned
• Vulnerabilityßà Sensitivity
• MeasuresßàStrategies
• RobustnessßàResilience
• AdaptationßàAdjustment
• Copingßà Capacity

*



Contrasting frameworks and methodologies
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From theory to practice

• How do we implement
vulnerability & adaptation
studies?

• Adaptation is context-
specific

• Practice is likely to be in
advance of research



Context specific: Limits to prediction

• Examples from food security
– Drought resistant crops: maximin or maximax

decision makers?
– National food storage: burden of costs and control
– International GMOs: benefits to the most

vulnerable?



Pursue adaptive capacity

• Reduce present climatic risks
– Early warning & preparedness
– Focus on up-stream reduction of vulnerability

• Remove perverse subsidies
• Improve resource management
• Prepare for climate change

– Monitoring
– Information & awareness
– Reduce decision uncertainties

• Promote institutional capacity
– Boundary organisations
– Networks centred on resource managers

*



What could research contribute?

• What if the IPCC can prove that human impacts are
attributable to anthropogenic climate change?
– Credible forecasts of when this might be detectable (parallel

to climate science methods?)
– Nature of evidence: scientific causality >> criminal intent >

liability > libel > mutuality

• Implementing (early) adaptation
– Evaluation criteria
– Best practice

• Enhancing adaptive capacity
– Path dependent adaptation to climate variability: matching

climate outlooks and adaptive resource management



Climate outlooks and adaptive
resource management

Planning horizons:
Operational
Enterprise forecasting
Strategic investment

Forecasts: 
Seasonal-->decadal-->climate change

Source: Roger Jones



What is beyond the IPCC?

• Setting priorities: “country-driven”
• Ethical judgments
• Full risk frameworks

– Orientation in climate  scenarios rather than development
• Full costing of impacts and adaptation

• Institutional change
– Challenging the state, going beyond the N/S divide,

criticizing maladaptive institutional regimes

• Consumption
– the unquestioning acceptance of consumer preferences

• Migration
• Mega-vulnerabilities and surprise

– inherently difficult to evaluate, reluctance of scientists to
stake reputation on ‘not implausible’ scenarios



Who decides priorities for adaptation?
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Pilot study: Clustering impacts and adaptation
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Pilot study using Open Framework damages and HDI



Vulnerability across sectors

Impacts and Adaptive Capacity

Vulnerable   (21)
Development   (36)
Residual risk   (71)
Sustainable   (34)
Missing   (7)



How might the IPCC integrate
vulnerability and climate risk?

• Abandon global review cycle
– Separate WGI

• Regional NAPA
– Link country-driven processes to global change

• Use special reports to address specific issues
– Link to line UN agencies and international science

organisations
– For example: agriculture and food security

• Build science-policy constituencies
– Climate risk, outlooks and disaster reduction
– Sustainable development



Conclusion: What’s not required?

• Don’t wait until prospective impacts are
known (precautionary principle)

• Don’t balance adaptation costs against
mitigation benefits (Rawlsian principles)

• Don’t differentiate between climatic variability
and climate change

• Don’t bias criteria toward structural/hard
engineering projects vs risk management,
information and institutional capacity

*



Conclusions

• The policy agenda on adaptation has moved
quickly forward, and is now establishing
protocols in advance the capacity of research
to provide clear guidelines

• The IPCC is poorly structured to review and
present evidence linking climate change to
sustainable development (e.g., climatic
disasters) and issues that concern equity and
value judgments (e.g., statistical value of life)



Regional models of integrated assessment
from an anonymous Dutch master in the 16th Century


